Bulk Glass Formation of Ti–Zr–Hf–Cu–M (M=Fe, Co, Ni) Alloys
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The glass-forming ability of Ti–Zr–Hf–Cu–M (M=Fe, Co, Ni) alloys was examined by melt-spinning and copper mold casting methods. New Ti₃₀/Zr₂₀/Hf₂₀/Cu₂₀/M₁₀₀ bulk glassy rod of 1.5 mm in diameter was formed by copper mold casting. The Tₜ and T₉ of the glassy rod were 711 K and 658 K and T₉/Tₜ was 0.91. The bulk glassy alloy can be characterized by equal concentration of constituent elements without distinct host component. It is confirmed that more multicomponent glassy systems have a better glass-forming ability as compared with simpler alloy systems. The glassy alloy rod also exhibits good mechanical properties which are similar to those for ordinary glassy alloys. The finding of this alloy system may provide a new synthesis method of bulk glassy alloys.
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1. Introduction

Since the first success of a bulk glassy alloy in La–Al–Ni system in 1989,¹ much attention has been paid to the development of alloy systems with high glass-forming ability (GFA), with which a glassy state can be prepared with relatively lower cooling rates. The high glass-forming ability enables us to prepare bulk glassy alloys by copper mold casting or quenching the melt in a quartz tube into stirred water. As a result, a number of bulk glassy alloys have been successfully prepared in multicomponent systems such as Mg,² Zr,³ Ti,⁴ Fe,⁵ Pd,⁶ Ni,⁷ Co,⁸ and Cu,⁹ based alloys. Summarizing the features of the above-mentioned multicomponent systems, the following three empirical rules have been proposed,¹⁰ i.e., (1) multi-component systems consisting of more than three kinds of elements, (2) significant difference in atomic size ratios above 12% among the main constituent elements, and (3) suitable negative heats of mixing among their main elements. The thermal stability of a glassy alloy is usually examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The DSC curves of the bulk glassy alloys are featured by the glass transition before crystallization. It has been found that the values of ΔTₓ (ΔTₓ = Tₓ – T₉) and Tₓ/Tₚ are related to the glass-forming ability, where Tₓ, Tₙ and Tₚ represent the glass transition, crystallization onset and melting temperatures, respectively. There is a tendency for glass-forming ability to increase with increasing ΔTₓ and Tₓ/Tₚ.¹¹

For higher-order multicomponent glassy systems, it seems more difficult for the concentrations of all elements to simultaneously satisfy the composition requirements of crystalline phase than for lower-order systems. The crystallization process of the multicomponent supercooled liquid tends to become sluggish. Therefore, multicomponent alloy systems are expected to exhibit better GFA than that for the simple alloy systems. This is the well-known argument called “confusion principle”.¹² This argument has also been quantified that, for a multicomponent system consisting of n components with equal concentration, the probability of forming a critical nucleus of the required composition is reduced by an order of magnitude with the addition of each new component.¹³ That is, the higher the complexity of alloy components, the higher is the GFA. The previously developed alloy systems with high GFA contain at least one main component with concentrations of over 40 at%. Consequently, we have a question whether or not a bulk glassy alloy is formed in a system where a host component of more than 40 at% is not concluded and each concentration of constituent elements is not over 30 at%, i.e., is there a non-based glassy system? If so, it may be a new method of synthesizing a bulk glassy alloy. In the present report, we have examined the thermal stability and glass forming ability of the Ti–Zr–Hf–Cu–M (M=Fe, Co, Ni) alloys, where the concentration of each constituent element is 20 at%. We have also examined the possibility of forming a bulk glassy alloy in this system.

2. Experimental Procedure

Ti–Zr–Hf–Cu–M (M=Fe, Co, Ni) alloys were prepared by arc melting the mixtures of pure metals in an argon atmosphere. Ribbon samples with a cross section of 0.02 × 1.0 mm² were prepared by melt-spinning. Bulk alloys in a rod form with diameters of 1, 1.5 and 2 mm were prepared by copper mold casting. Glassy structure of the bulk alloy rods was identified by X-ray diffraction and optical microscopy. Thermal stability associated with Tₓ and Tₚ was examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate of 0.67 K/s. Tₚ was determined by differential thermal analysis (DTA) at a heating rate of 0.17 K/s. Compressive fracture strength was measured with an Instron-type testing machine at a strain rate of 8.3 × 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹ at room temperature. The gauge dimension was 1.5 mm in diameter and 3 mm in height. Fracture surface was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Hardness was measured with a Vickers hardness indenter under a load of 0.245 N.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the melt-spun Ti₃₀/Zr₂₀/Hf₂₀/Cu₂₀/M₁₀₀ (M=Fe, Co, Ni) ribbons. Only broad peaks are seen, indicating that all the ribbons are in a sin-
Fig. 1 XRD patterns of melt-spun $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{M}_{20}$ (M=Fe, Co, Ni) ribbons.

Fig. 2 DSC curves of melt-spun $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{M}_{20}$ (M=Fe, Co, Ni) ribbons. It is noticed that a glass transition marked with $T_g$, followed by a supercooled liquid region, is observed in the temperature range before crystallization for the $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Ni}_{20}$ alloy. There is no appreciable glass transition for both the $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Co}_{20}$ and the $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Fe}_{20}$ alloys. The DTA curves indicating the melting points ($T_m$) of the three melt-spun alloys are shown in Fig. 3. From Figs. 2 and 3, $T_g$, $T_x$, $\Delta T_x$, $T_m$ and $T_f/T_m$ are 658 K, 711 K, 33 K, 1149 K and 0.57 for the $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Ni}_{20}$ amorphous alloy. This alloy is concluded to have a higher glass-forming ability than the other two alloys. We have tried to prepare bulk glassy samples of the Ni-containing alloy by the casting process. Figure 4 shows the outer surface appearance of the cast $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Ni}_{20}$ samples of 1, 1.5 and 2 mm in diameter. Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of these cast samples. It is clear that a glassy single phase is formed in the samples of 1 and 1.5 mm in diameter, while crystalline phases are formed for the 2 mm rod. We have also confirmed the absence of a microscale crystalline phase in the optical micrographs taken from the transverse cross section of the 1 mm and 1.5 mm rod samples. Figure 6 shows the DSC curves of the bulk rod samples. It is seen that there is no significant difference in $T_g$ and $T_x$ between the 1 mm and 1.5 mm bulk samples. The thermal properties are also similar to those for the amorphous ribbon.

Fig. 4 Shape and outer surface of cast $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Ni}_{20}$ rod samples with diameters of 1, 1.5 and 2 mm.

Fig. 5 XRD patterns of melt-spun $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{M}_{20}$ (M=Fe, Co, Ni) ribbons.

Fig. 6 DTA curves of melt-spun $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{M}_{20}$ (M=Fe, Co, Ni) ribbons.

Fig. 7 Shows the compressive stress-elongation curve of the $\text{T}_{20}\text{Zr}_{20}\text{Hf}_{20}\text{Cu}_{20}\text{Ni}_{20}$ bulk glassy alloy with a diameter of 1.5 mm. The glassy alloy exhibits elastic elongation of about 1.7%, followed by plastic elongation of about 0.3% and then final fracture. The compressive fracture strength ($\sigma_f$)
is 1920 MPa and the Young’s modulus (E) is 104 GPa. The fracture surface consisted of a developed vein pattern. The fracture occurred along the maximum shear plane which was declined by about 54 degrees to the direction of applied load. Vickers hardness of the bulk glassy alloy was 495. The resulting ratios of $\sigma_f / E$ and (9.8 HV)/3E are 0.0185 and 0.0156, respectively, in agreement with the previous data of ordinary glassy alloys.

The reason why the Ti-20Zr-20Hf-20Cu-20Ni alloy has higher glass-forming ability as compared with the Fe- or Co-containing alloys may be explained by using the above-described three empirical rules. The present alloy system has equal concentration of constituent elements and does not include any main host component. All the heats of mixing in this system are listed in Table 1. All elements of Fe, Co and Ni have negative heats of mixing against Ti, Zr and Hf and their absolute values for Ni with Ti, Zr and Hf are larger than those for Fe or Co with Ti, Zr and Hf. On the other hand, the heats of mixing between M and Cu are positive and their values are smaller for Ni–Cu pair than for Co–Cu and Fe–Cu pairs. Table 2 has summarizes the atomic size ratios among the elements in the present system. The atomic size ratios among Ti, Zr and Hf are less than 10%. The atomic size ratios for Fe, Co and Ni with Ti, Zr or Hf are larger than 12%. The atomic size ratios for Fe, Co and Ni with Cu are much smaller than 12%. Therefore, the larger negative heats of mixing for Ni with Ti, Zr and Hf should be the main reason for the formation of the bulk glassy Ti-20Zr-20Hf-20Cu-20Ni alloy. The atomic size ratios in the present system seems to be the secondary factor for the formation of the bulk glassy alloy.

Here, it is interesting to describe that the bulk glassy state has been obtained in the Ti-20Zr-20Hf-20Cu-20Ni alloy without Al. It has been pointed out from structure analyses that Al element plays an important role in the glass-forming ability of the Zr–Al–TM (TM=transition metals) al-
The long-range rearrangement of Al atoms around Zr atoms is necessary in the crystallization process of the glassy Zr–Al–TM alloys. No bulk glassy phase has been obtained for the Zr₆₀Cu₂₀Ni₂₀ alloy. However, the use of Ti₂₀Zr₂₀Hf₂₀Cu₂₀Ni₂₀ alloy can produce a bulk glassy rod with a diameter of 1.5 mm in the absence of Al addition. It is again confirmed from this result that more multicomponent glassy systems can exhibit higher glass-forming ability as compared with simple alloy systems. The relatively high glass-forming ability of the present Ti–Zr–Hf–Cu–Ni alloy may be attributed to the formation of a new kind of supercooled liquid with a high degree of dense random packing density, new short-range atomic configurations and long-range atomic interactions which agree with the features of the other ordinary bulk glassy alloys.

4. Summary

We have searched for a new bulk glassy alloy in which that each concentration of constituent elements is not over 20 at%. The use of Ti₂₀Zr₂₀Hf₂₀Cu₂₀Ni₂₀ alloy produced a bulk glassy alloy rod with a diameter of 1.5 mm. The difference between $T_g$ and $T_m$ was 53 K and $T_g/T_m$ was 0.57. The compressive fracture strength was 1920 MPa and Vickers hardness was 495. The present glassy system without distinct host component may provide a new alloy design method of bulk glassy alloys.
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